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St. Andrews Crescent, Bridge of Tilt
Blair Atholl, Perth and Kinross, 
PH18 5TA
United Kingdom

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE JULY 2022

To keep our premises operating safely, there will be some adaptations to the way we run the guesthouse.  
This page will give you details of how we will operate and what you can expect from us. It also details what 
we expect from our guests – please read the information on this page and if you are unsure of anything or 
wish to clarify any points, please do not hesitate to contact us.

As there are so many places to visit here, why not consider staying longer and taking your time to enjoy 
Highland Perthshire and the Cairngorms. We’d be happy to chat with you before you make your booking 
about what is available and the things you can see and do here!

What you can expect from us:

•    We are now fully open, but continue to be vigilant.
•    We will ensure that rooms are aired for at least 6 hours between each booking to give us time for
      extensive cleaning.  
• Hand sanitiser continues to be available in all shared spaces.
• Soap or hand sanitiser is available in all the bedrooms and Garden Lodge.
• Given the demands of the cleaning regime, we have to set a minimum 2 night stay.   

What we expect from you:

Please read this document thoroughly before entering The Firs, Blair Atholl. 

Please do not enter the guest house if you:

•  Are feeling unwell.

•  Have had a cough or a cold for several days.

•  Have a temperature.

•  Have had a positive Covid result within the last week.  

•   During the summer season of 2022, we will waive our 7 day cancellation fee, so you need not feel
     pressured into taking a trip if you are feeling unwell.
•   Although it is no longer mandated for guests to wear masks, we would advise you to bring a supply for
     personal use in crowded venues. 
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Upon entering our establishment you are accepting our terms and conditions. 
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•   We reserve the right to refuse entry to guests who present with symptoms which we suspect may be 

related to Covid for the protection of ourselves, for the protection of current guests and future 

reservations and for the well-being of our business.

•   These rules will be constantly reviewed.


